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This thesis introduces the effect of the loss to the
homogeneous finline strip model. The expressions for the Quality
Factors associated with the ohmic losses for inductive strips in
homogeneous finline are derived and included in the CAD compatible
circuit model in terms of the finite Q inductances. It is shown
that the lossy circuit models more accurately predict the
experimental response of an X band finline filter,
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Intearated finline was first introduced as a low-loss
transmission line by Paul J. Meier in 1974 [Ref.1]. Finline is
superioi to microstrip in many respects for millimeter
wavelengths. Advantages include low-loss, low-cost, suppression
of highet: mode propagation, wide useful bandwidth, simple
interfacing with waveguide circuits and eased production
tolerances ,.,
Since finline has many advantages it has found a wide range
of applications in millimeter wave engineering. A unilateral
finline cunfiguration is shown in Figure 1 below.
Me t &l Fins
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Figurc 1. Unilateral fintlin configuration.
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In its most general form, finline has metallic fins printed
onto a thin dielectric slab that allows the procesLing of complex
millimeter wave circuits on a single dielectric s.bstrate. The
substrate is then inserted in the electric field plane of a
dominant mode rectangular waveguide. The finline structure where
no dielectric substrate is used is called homogeneous finlin .
Figure 2 shows an inductive strip in a finline structure.




Figure 2. Inductive strip discontinuity in a unilateral finline.
Foi practical applications of this important finline
discontinuity, simple and accurate equivalent circuit models were
developed by Jeffrey B. Knorr. These are well suited for CAD
[Ref.2 ]
Fige 3 presents one rif the circuit models for the inductive
strip iii homogeneous finline [page 28 in Ref.2]. It simply
2
consists of two below-cutoff waveguide sections representing the
space on each side of the strip extending up to the guide wall and
two inductances t.hat model the strip edge discontinuity.
b /Below-cutoff
/LWG sections
Figure 3. Circuit model for an inductive strip in a homogeneous finline.
B. RELATED WORK
Numerous studies of finline and the inductive strip
discontinuity have been conducted by Jeffrey B. Knorr and his
thesis students in the last decade at the Naval Postgraduate
School.
The first study describes the spectral domain analysis of
finline and was published by Knorr and Shayda in 1980 [Ref.3].
A thesis by Kim presents the equations and computer program
listing for the generation of the numerical data [Ref.4].
Spectra] domain analysis of scattering from an inductive strip in
finline was described b-" Knorr and Deal in 1985 [Ref.5]. A
computei program described in Deals thesis was used to generate
3
numerical scattering coefficients for the strip discontinuity
[Ref.6 ].
The equivalent circuit models for a lossless inductive strip
in homogeneous finline, on which this thesis is based, were
described by Knorr in his 1988 and 1990 technical reports (Ref.7-
2].
C. PURPOSK
The losses associated with the inductive strip in homogeneous
finline are the TE10 mode ohmic lossias due to the finite surface
resistivity of the metal walls in the below-cutoff sections and
the higher order mode ohmic losses associated with the currents
generated by the strip edge discontinuity. The purpose of this
thesis is to develop analytical expressions for the inductive
strip losses in homogeneous finline; to include the effect of the
loss in the equivalent circuit model and to establish the validity
of the model by demonstrating better agreement between the
experimental and predicted scattering response of a lossy X-band
finline filter.
Chapter II of this thesis describes the derivation of the
power loss expression in a semi-infinite waveguide below cutoff.
Chapter III describes the derivation of the Quality Factor for the
below cutoff waveguide section. Chapter IV describes the
derivation of the leading edge loss and related Quality Factor
expression., Chapter V describes the introduction of the loss to
the equivalent circuit model of the inductive strip, and finally,
Chapter VI presents conclusions and recommendations for future
studies
4
IX. LOSS IN A SI-INFINITZ WAVEGUXDE 3=LOW CUTOFF
The loss concept for the inductive strip irn homogeneous
finline can be analyzed in two parts; wall losses, and the edge
losses,
Associated wall losses occur in the regions that are modeled
by the two below-cutoff waveguide sections in Figure 3. In this
chapter, the power loss term in a semi infinite below-cutoff
waveguide will be developed for further circuit modeling.
A. A DISCUSSION ON TH ABOVZ IAND 310OW CUTOFF WAVEGUIDE MODZS
Figure 4 shows a rectangular waveguide which is a hollow
metallic pipe, with a rectangular cross section of inner
dimensions a and b. As a single conductor system, a rectangular
waveguide cannot support TEM waves which need two or more
conductors, It is capable of supporting TE and TM modes.
The cutoff frequency for a rectangular waveguide can be
defined as the minimum operating frequency at which propagation
of energy is possible without severe attenuation. In the above-
cutoff region the propagation constant, y=a+j, of a lossless
guide is imaginary. Practically, attenuation of the fields occurs
from the dissipative loss due to the finite resistivity of the
imperfect metallic walls and finite conductivity of the imperfect
dielecti ic insulator. These losses cause the propagation constant
to become complex with real part a>O. In the below-cutoff region




Figure 4. Rectangular waveguide structure.
included, the propagation constant,y , of a lossless guide is
real. Below-cutoff modes are called evanescent waveguide modes
and can be represented by ncn-propagating, localized
electromagnetic fields with amplitudes that decay rapidly due to
the real propagation constant as a function of distance.
Practically, at a moderate distance from the interface the only
existing mode is the TE10 evanescent mode. All other evanescent
modes are attenuated severely in shorter distances due to their
larger propagation constants relative to TE1 0 evanescent mode.
Since the below-cutoff guide walls are not perfect conductors the
confined fields (evanescent modes) will suffer ohmic losses.
Further discussion of evanescent modes is given in Chapter III,
Part A.
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B. RFLECTION COEFTICIZNT AT A BOUNDARY BETWEEN TUE ABOVE AND
DELOW CUTOFF SECTIONS
Figure 5 shows a lossless semi-infinite rectangular waveguide
consisting of two regions that are filled with dielectric and air.
This dielectric discontinuity is used to excite evanescent TE10
mode in the air region. The further analysis shows that the Q
factor derived for below-cutoff air region is independent of the
dielectric constant of the dielectric region.
For TE10 mode propagation, the cutoff frequencies for the




2a To IAirtty Side View
regio
42:- C(2)
where subscripts 1 and 2
denote the dielectric and Me ec z=0
a i r r e g i o n s, _, e1I
respectively. In the
operating frequency
region between the two Figure 5. Semi-infinite rectangular waveguide.
cutoff frequencies
(fr 1<f<f,,), the excited dominant mode is evanescent in the air-
filled section, but is propagated in the dielectric-filled
section. In other words the dielectric-filled section is above
7
cutoff whereas the air filled section is below cutoff for the TEJ0
waveguide mode.
The characteristic impedance for the dielectric region is










By utilizing the characteristic impedance of each region, the
reflection coefficient at the boundary can be derived as,





In reality, due to the finite conductivity of the walls in
the air filled section, the evanescent TE1o mode suffers
dissipative loss. Under these circumstances the characteristic
impedance looking into the below cutoff guide is not purely
imaginary but has a real part that accounts for the ohmic losses,
and is defined as Z02=Ro2+jX02. Using this definition of the
characteristic impedance, the reflection coefficient at the
boundary between the above and below cutoff sections assumes a
value which is slightly less than unity. The reflection
coefficient with loss is given by,
where,
I r' 12 < I r 1 2-1 (8)
and the transmission coefficient at the interface z=O is
I T 12=(l -1 r' 12)> . (9)
The results obtained above show that at the boundary some of
the energy is transferred to the air region and the TE10 evanescent
mode is set up by the TE10 propagating mode in the dielectric-
filled region.
C. FIELD EWRSSIONS
1. Field expressions for the above-cutoff region
In the structure shown in Figure 5, the TE10 dominant mode
is excited at operating frequency f where fcl<f<f,2 . In region 1
the propagation constant is imaginary if the attenuation of fields
due to the ohmic losses are ignored. It is expressed as,
9
Y , (10)
where the phase constant is,
The electromagnetic wave pattern in the dielectric region
is the superposition of the forward and the reflected waves that'
are propagating in the z and -z directions, respectively. Hence,
the electric field for region 1 may be expressed as,
E,I=Eisin X -jotE+inn !e 40" (12)




Taking the curl of the electric field vector yields,
- _j[aEz _E,--aEx) E,_ a,,E, aW,H=N[W +( ... (14)
Since t.e TE10 mode has only a transverse electric field
component in the y direction, the partial derivatives of the other
electric field components can be dropped from Eq.14. This gives,
li [_(E - 8EY - (15)
_ 




-~ j t9E, (17)
and substitution of Eq.12 into Eq.16 and Eq.17 and taking the
partial derivatives in the given directions yields the final
expressions for the longitudinal and transverse magnetic field
components as,
H,1 [Ei-h '--- _ - M (is)
-W a a
H. [k,(E,,cos txe JPr+rE,,cosxe .011)] . (19)
- a a
2. Field expressions for the below-cutoff region
As stated in previous sections, the transmitted portion
of the TE,, waveguide mode from the above cutoff region establishes
the TE,, evanescent mode in the below-cutoff region. In the
lossless case, it is attenuated with a real propagation constant
that can be expressed as,
2 f - (20)
Actually, this expression should have an additional term
to acc,llt for the ohmic losses on the metal waveguide walls.
Since this term is small relative to the cutoff decay a
perturbh, ion approach will be used.
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The electric field expression for the lossless below-
cutoff section is given by, Eq.21 where subscript t denotes the
transmitted field.
Ey2=EIg " 'fl 2 Z (21)
a
Continuity of the tangential electric field across the
boundary at z=O requires that Ey1=Ey2 or,




Using this equation in Eq.21 yields the expression for the
electric field in the below cutoff region as,
Ey,=E,(1 Dsn-T-e . (24)
a
The magnetic field expressions are obtained by applying
the same method that was used in region 1. This yields,
Ha= j 8E 2  (25)
H j=
- 
JEy 2  (26)
wpax
Substituting Eq.24 into Eq.25 and Eq.26, the expressions
for the transverse and longitudinal magnetic fields are obtained
as
12
He ;kEjj(1+ rIcwxe-Y (27)WVt a
Haj 2 Ei( + Ii!-ef2[ (28)
W11 a
D. TOTAL POER LOSS XN TR - DELOW-CUTOrY REIXON
1. A discussion on the skin effect, surface currents, surface
resistance, and power loss
Good conductors such as metals can be characterized by
their very low intrinsic impedance and high attenuation, hence an
electromagnetic wave is attenuated very rapidly in a metal medium
as it attempts to propagate. The penetration depth in which the
electromagnetic wave decays to l/e (37 %) of its initial surface
value is defined as skin depth, 8, . In this manner, the currents
induced by the propagating fields associated with the waveguide
mode, flow in the inner surface layer of the metallic waveguide
walls due to the skin effect and are treated as surface currents.
Surface currents on the waveguide walls are induced by the
tangential magnetic field components of the electromagnetic wave
and are given by,
J,=nxH, (29)
where n is the unit vector normal to the metallic wall and pointed
toward the inside of the waveguide.
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In practice, the assumption of perfectly conducting metal
walls is not true. Finite conductivity of the metal walls causes
ohmic losses which results in the attenuation of the
electromagnetic wave. Assumin- that the wall currents are
uniformly distributed over a thickness of one skin depth, the
resistance applied to the current flow across the cross-sectional
area of one-unit-square of the inner layer of the waveguide walls
can bp def.ned as surface resistance and is give. by,
,R,= _1 (30)
where a and5, represents the conductivity and the skin depth of
the material respectively.
Power loss for a
waveguide wall is obtained by
evaluating the integral below,
V.W13=1fJR,j~j2d. (31)
in this expression the product Depth
of the magnitude square of the
Surface Currents
current density with surface
resistance represents the power
dissipated per unit area at a Figure 6. Crosssectional waveguide layout
.point on the waveguide wall. shows the current flows.
The sn-f ,-e integral of this product over the total wall area
gives th,. total power 10s in the wall. The concepts that were
discuss-, in this sectioy, are demonstrated in Fig.6.
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2. Suzface curents induced in the below-cutoff region
Surface currents, that are induced in the below cut-off
region by the tangential magnetic field components of the TEj0
evanescent mode, are obtained for each wall by utilizing Eq.29.
Fig.7 illustrates the unit vectors normal to the waveguide walls




magnetic field components Y Top Wall
are both tangential to the L
top wall, hence the Left -ay Right
wabWall b a a
corresponding surface
currents flow in both -1
transverse and longitudinal Bottom Wal
directions on the top wall
where y=b and n=-a. '
Figure 7 Unit vectors for the waveguide walls
Rewriting Eq.29,
1,,= -a x[Hz(x,bz)a +Ha(x,bz)aj (32)
and substituting Eq.27 and Eq.28 into Eq.32 yields the expression
for the induced surface current density on the top wall.
r jkA 7nX Y2 (33)J,=E(l +r[( Y2 )sXn.!X< -(-)cos--a]e-(W JA a W OL a
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b. Bottom Wall
Like the top wall, the transverse and the longitudinal
magnetic fields are tangential to the bottom wall where the normal
unit vector points in the opposite direction. This indicates the
same magnitude but the reverse direction surface current flows on
the bottom wall with respect to the top wall. Substituting the
values of y=b and i=- into Eq.29,
J= +ay×[l,2(xbz)a +lt(xbz)a] . (34)
Comparing Eq.34 with Eq.32 yields,
j4-=__j . (35)
C. Left Wall
Since the discontinuity of the perpendicular magnetic
fields on the conductors requires the magnitude of the transverse
magnetic field to be zero on the left wall (x=O, W=:), the surface
current on this wall is induced only by the longitudinal magnetic
field and flows in the transverse direction. The surface current
density for the left wall is obtained by using Eq.29,
! 
=azXHa(Oyz)a, (36)
and utilizing the magnetic field expression in Eq.36
- jkx-
Tj =Lk_ E,(l + )e z~a- . (37)
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d. Right Wall
The surface currents on the right and left walls are
equal in magnitude and flow in the same direction. Using (x-a,
n=-i) Eq.29,
J, j-_aX ×H (ayz) (38)
Comparison of Eq.38 and Eq.36 gives
j l (39)
3. Power loam in the below-cutoff region
A3 discussed before, power is dissipated in the below
cut-off section because of the ohmic losses. In order to
determine the power dissipated on the waveguide walls due to the
finite resistivity of the walls, it is assumed that the derived
field expressions accurately describe the electromagnetic wave in
the below-cutoff region. The power loss on each wall is obtained
by using the associated current density expression in Eq.31.
a. Top & Bottom Walls
The magnitude square of the surface current density
for top & bottom the walls is given by
1j, 12=(_2 )2E12 I1 +r j2sin2 Xe-2y +( k' )2Ej2 11 +r I2cos 2 2 xe -2Z (40)
ww a w L a
This expression is identical for both of the walls, and indicates
that the same amount of power is dissipated on each wall.
Substituting Eq.40 into Eq.31 yields
l I I Yr 12 fx, -, icos 2 X le.2'z (41)P)RE r -f --[, ,
5',D a WP. a
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Carrying out the integral over bottom/top wall area
that extends to z=- due to the semi-infinite structure and
doubling the result gives the expression for the total power loss
on the top and the bottom walls
P.,.E,EI 1+r 2 L2! +( k-,)2 a5 (42)
wtI 22y 2 wop 2 Y2
Equation 42 can be rewritten as,
PJr, -s i 1 r 1 [( y a ) 2 (+ ) ] . (43)
4y2a wp WIL
b. Left & Right Walls
Power is similarly dissipated on the left and right
walls. The expression for the total power loss on these walls is
obtained by using the same procedure as above with the required
current density expression and integral limits as follows:
11, 1 2=( kx )2E,211 +r 12e-yz (44)
WI.'
b a
PI.A= I ffR (2* )2EU2 li +r12e 2yzzdydZ (45)
PLA=R,( kxa) 2El 2 11 +r 122b( 1 (46)
w4 a 4y2a
c. Total Power Lose
The summation of the results obtained in subsections
a and b gives the total power loss, and it can be expressed as,
P 2 (walls) = P(top&bottorn) + P(1.ft&right) which is the total amount of the
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power dissipated on each wall in the below-cutoff region. The
substitution of the associated loss expressions gives,
4y2a w1 wI& 4y2a a wji
This equation can be rewritten as,
~, R,E 11 211 +r 12  y2a k~a 2b (48)
4y2a ) WIL) a
and finally the expression for the total power dissipated due to
ohmic losses in the below cutoff section is obtained as,
P = 2E 1 12 I I+r2 (2a) [l +( k-a )2( (49)
4(wlA) 2  ya a
19
II1. DERXVATIOP OF THE QUALITY FACTOR FOR TUE CUTOFF SECTION
In this chapter energy considerations, Q factor, and the
characteristic impedance for a below-cutoff section will be
discussed. The power loss for a finite length of below-cutoff
waveguide will be utilized in terms of finite Q and the resistive
part of the characteristic impedance.
A. ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS IN THE SELOW CUTOFF REGION
In the previous chapter the field expressions and the power
loss due to the ohmic effect were derived for the non-propagating,
below cutoff section.
In order to set up evanescent modes, the waveguide structure
shown irn Figure 8 was employed. This method avoids a change in
the wavegnide cross-section at the junction between the dielectric
loaded propagating region and the air filled cutoff region.
Inspection of the structure for TE10 dominant mode propagation
shows that in the first region the waveguide width is greater than




Hence, the structure supports electromagnetic wave
propagation and power flow. In the second region the waveguide













Figure 8. Dielectric-air interface.
Urdei the assumption of an excited dominant mode in the
structure given in Figure 8, che TE10 electromagnetic wave
propagates down to the junction where the further propagation of
the wave i.s not supported by the air section.
In I he lossy structuie , at the dielectric-air interface, the
dominant mode is reflected with a reflection coefficient less than
unity. T11- transmitted p;irt of the dominant TEI0 mode creates the
21
evanescent TE10 mode in the air section. Thus, in the vicinity of
the interface, the field can be represented by non-propagating (
the propagation is not supported in this region) TE10 mode, with
amplitude which decays as a function of distance from the
dielectric-air interface and an attenuation constant given in
Eq.20. Since the evanescent TE10 mode is attenuated as a function
of distance from the interface, it is confined to a region near
the air-dielectric interface. Referring to the below-cutoff field
equations given in Eq.24-26, it can be observed that for a
lossless guide the electric and magnetic fields are 90 degrees out
of phase which means that no real power flow occurs in the below-
cutoff region. Thus, no power is transmitted. The energy flux
or the power calculated by the Poynting vector is purely
imaginary.
The presence of the confined evanescent modes that are near
the interface can be analyzed in terms of the stored energy since
the localized fields represent stored magnetic and electric
energy. Further investigation shows that the energy is
predominantly stored in magnetic field, hence the existence of
evanescent TEn0 modes can be represented by stored magnetic energy.
B. DERIVATION OF STORED MAGMNTIC AND ZLECTRIC ENERGY IN THE
BELOW-CUTOFF REGION
1. Stored Electric Energy
In general, the peak stored energy may be obtained by





The peak stored electric energy in a cutoff section of length 1
is obtained by employing the evanescent TE10 mode electric fielA
expression (Eq.24), in the equation given above, this yields,
U#=Ief E2d (51)
e 2 jy
Substituting integral limits gives,
I ba
u-!lefffE,211 +r i2simt?"e-12 dxyc. (52)
2 000 a
The evaluation of the integral over the cutoff section volume
renders the expression for the peak stored electric energy as,
U.=IeE,,21 +r2a,,_I_(-,'y21) . (53)
2 ' 2 2Y2
Tb'.s expression can finally be written as,
U. ab E,.2 I+r12(1-e 2y ). (54)
2. Stored Magnetic Energy
Stored magnetic energy in a volume is given by the
integral,
UmfB-.kRdV f .IH2dv (55)2 2J
V V
and su-b, itution of the transverse and the longitudinal below
cutoff ,,,inetic field expressions yields,
23




Um -1fffV k- 2J
2000 OPa
lba
+ifff P( )2E2 +r Ys2E,2Yle2ymzd . (p
2000 V ,I r1sna 
(7
The evaluation of the integral over the cutoff volume results in
the stored peak magnetic energy expression as
2 'R 22 2
I!(L )~2,E ,I 2 a 1-( (58)
2 w 2 2Y2
This cait be rewritten as
u.= ' E, It +rl-I 2(k +2 (1- 2 ,5. (59)8.12 W 14
Substituting the expression, k. 2=y2 +0 2 Pie yields,
8¥ 2 P 2+2 ) )  (60)
which can be rewritten as
U Y2  0 2y(6
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Inspection of the stored electric and magnetic energy
expressions shows that the maximum stored energy in the below
cutoff region always occurs predominantly in the magnetic field,
since (y2 /(o)Ai)>J.. The amount of the energy stored in both fields
is frequency dependent. As the operating frequency decreases
below the cutoff frequency, the stored energy increases in
magnetic field and decreases in electric field. The energy in the
fields is equal at the cutoff frequency. This result is easily
observed from the ratio of the stored magnetic and electric
energies,
2Ii + 1)(1 - e2  )
ab 2E ,12(
8Y2
Urn- 2Y2 +1 (63)
* U. W 24Le
Substituting the definition of the propagation factor (Eq.20)
yields
_U. =2( L2)2 -1 (64)
U* f
In the expression above, the decrease in the operating frequency,
f, causes an increase in the energy ratio which illustrates that
the amount of energy strored shifts from electric to magnetic.
This ic - useful result that will be utilized in the further
modelliiq concept of the below cutoff section.
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C. DZRIVATION OF THe QUALITY FACTOR FOR THE BLOW-CUTOFF
WAVEQUIDE SECTION
Unless the waveguide is lossless, stored energy is dissipated
due to the finite conductivity of the guide walls which introduces
ohmic losses. The Quality Factor for a guide excited in the TE10
evanescent mode can be defined on the basis of stored energy /
dissipated energy. The Q factor is finite rather than infinite as
it would be in the lossless case.
The definition of the Q factor may be given by,
Q=Maximum Stored Energy (65)
Energy Dissiated
where the energy dissipated is equivalent to the power dissipated
per unit bandwidth which yields,
Q=- Maximum Stored Energy (66)Power Dissated
As stated in the previous section, the maximum stored energy
occurs in the magnetic field, so the Q factor for the below cutoff
waveguide is





In chapter II, section B, the expression for power loss was
derived for a semi-infinite, below-cutoff guide. In order to
obtain the power loss for a cutoff guide of length '1', the same
26
definition of power loss (Eq.30) can be used. Integrating over
a finite length, 1, yields,
R~w 2 I r 2 y~aR k P 2  2b -e2y25 (9
+--E, 1[(-rt +_) (1 +_)](I -e (69)
Substituting Eq.69, Eq.61 into Eq.67 gives
ab 2 12 1  2 +Y,5(I-e 2' )
B 22 (70)
R 21 +r12y± +( ) -b)
4y +r xa + b]l-WPt WR~ a
which car, be rewritten as,
ab2+Y2
-(s+2)
Q=(OtL 8Y2  (71)
4 Y2
The definition of the Q facto for the below-cutoff waveguide is
obtained as,
Q= w ab k(72)
R,2 a[1 +(_L2) 21 +2b
which is equivalent to the definition given on page 307 of Ref.8.
Substituting the expression,
W 2 _e )2-(y)2= f 1 (f_)2 (73)




Q= wp ab 2f,(4
R ' 2 0 -I(L )2] b
2 f2
As observed from the result given in Eq.74, the Q expression
is a general definition. It is independent of the dielectric'
constant of the region 1 (Fig. 5) and can be used for any
evanescent waveguide. It is also independent of the guide length.
This can be explained in terms of the volume to surface area ratio
where the energy is stored and dissipated respectively. For a
below-cutoff guide, the ratio of volume to surface area is given
by,
Volume _ abi ab (75)
Surface Area 2(a+b)l 2(a+b)
a change in the waveguide length effects the volume and the
surface area in the same proportion. Thus, the variation of the
Q factor with the volume-to-surface area is independent of the
guide length, but dependent on the cross-section. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the Q factor is constant for any length of
the below-cutoff waveguide at a particular frequency. This gives
insight for the modeling concept.
D. THE RESISTIVZ PART OF THE CEARACTEZXSTIC IMPZDANCE
The -haracteristic impedance of a lossless below-cutoff
wavegui,1 is a pure inductive reactance (Eq.4). Above-cutoff,
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waveguide can be visualized as a two wire structure shunted by an
array of quarterwave shorted stubs (l=,%/4) [Ref.9]. Since the
admittance of the stubs is zero energy prop-gates down the guide
without loss (Fig.9). The same configuration can be used for a
below-cutoff guide
except that the
length of the stubs
is less than a
quarter wavelength








Figure 9. Rectangular waveguide represented as parallel
impedance is complex plate transmission line and quarter-wave shorted stubs.
and consists of
inductance with a series resistance that accounts for the
dissipatire losses on the guide walls. Thus the semi-infinite,
below-citoff part of the structure given in figure 5 can be
replaced with an equivalent load impedance Z0.=R2+jX 02 .
The expression for P_ can be found from the definition of Q,






substituting Eq.4 and Eq.72 into Eq.77 yields,
2R5  Y2 [+j2jj ](78)
2 +yb) Y2  a
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IV. INDUCTIVE STRIP LZADING EDE LOSS
As a lossy finline discontinuity, the inductive strip causes
dissipation of power. In the previous chapters associated wall
losses we'e evaluated and related expressions were developed. In
this chapter the edge losses of the strip will be analyzed.
A. STRIP EDG DSCOTINUITY IZFECT
A configuration of the inductive strip in homogeneous finline
is giveln in the Figure 2. It is an obstacle in the finline
structute that interrupts the electromagnetic wave propagation and
creates a finline discontinuity. The discontinuity effect of the
strip may be well analyzed in the
structute given in Figure 10 where
homogeneous finline structure that
b /
has zero, fin heights. 
+
Hence the strip is centered in
the finline and the configuration is
symmetric over the center line that Figure 10. Strip leading edge
connect:3 the broad sides. discontinuity in a zero fin heightfinline structure.
Typically, thickness is only a very
small fraction of the guide width. Under these circumstances,
only th- pr opagation of the odd numbered TEn0 modes are interrupted
by the 1eading edge, wheieas, the even numbered modes propagate
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without Ieing interrupted, because for these modes EY=0 on the
centerlino where the strip is located.
Inspection of Figure 10 shows that the leading edge with
thickness t spans a rectangular area in the transverse plane on
the centerline; breaks the continuity of the broad edge of the
waveguide hence becomes an H plane discontinuity. The necessity
of satisfying boundary conditions at a discontinuity requires the
presence of the higher order modes which account for the
discontinuity effect.
As a discontinuity, the leading edge of the strip generates
higher-order TE modes around the edge. Since the physical
dimensicons of the sections located on either side of the strip are
not sufficient to support any waveguide propagation, the higher-
order TE modes are attenuated in a short distance from the
discontinuity. The localized TE modes represent stored magnetic
energy, hence inductive effect.
The peak energy in the plane of discontinuity is directly
proportional to the incident electric field at the edge and will
be distiibuted over the dominant and higher order modes. Thus the
total cuirent flow on the edge can be find by using the model
shown in Figure 11 and is equivalent to the summation of the
higher nrder and dominant mode currents.
Therefore, the effect of the edge discontinuity can also be
discussed from the circuit point of view by considering a total
current that is conducted through the edge. Thus a magnetic flux
will be i1'oduced that links the conduction current, creating an
induct3v effect.
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As a result, the discontinuity effect of the strip leading
edge can be represented by a shunt inductance assuming that the
strip is lossless.
The amount of the total current linking through the edge is
dependent on the finite conductivity of the strip, since it
experiences a certain amount of resistance on the edge which
causes dissipation of power. Thus, for the lossy case the edge
discontinuity also shows a resistive effect in addition to the
inductive effect, hence it can be modeled with finite Q inductor
or a network consisting of resistive and inductive lumped
elements,
B. AC ANALYSIS OF TUE STRIP
The AC analysis of the inductive strip can be done from the
circuit point of view. Considering the structure given in Figure
10 has been initially excited by an incident TE10 mode, it can be
assumed that the distribution of the fields approximately uniform
over the front end surface of the strip because of the very small
thickness of the strip with respect to the width of the waveguide.
The electric field in the reference plane of the discontinuity can
be giveni by,
Ea-=Ev(sin e- (79)
Thus, th-  value of the uniform electric field over the edge
surface ;z; obtained by evaluating the expression given in Eq.79
at x=a/ 2 and z=O where the edge is located. It is,
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E*=E,(l+17) (80)
From the circuit point of view this uniform, time dependent
field can be replaced with an equivalent AC voltage source of the
value,
Since the edge discontinuity has resistive and inductive effects
it can be visualized with an equivalent LR circuit given in
Fig.11.
t
Figure 11 The AC circuit equivalent of the inductive strip leading edge.
The current flow in the circuit is equivalent to the total current
which is the summation of the dominant and higher-order mode
currents. The current density is function of z and is given by,
J,=oEY,-Y=aE(1+ne-' . (82)
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Thus, the total current is found by integrating the current
density function over the cross-sectional area of the strip. It
is,
Tt
IT=ffJ*=x-tE n( -e -) (83)
00
where the propagation factor in a good conductor is given by,
'Y=- 19). (8,t)
And since TzA,, the exponential term in Eq.84 can be assumed to be
e-YT--O; hence the total current is,
-l=".tE,(+) z-45 - --- E,(1') z-45 (85)
The AC impedance of the strip can be obtained as,
z LAC =R,+jR , (86)
As long as the power loss is our concern the real part of this
expression is important. Since the inductive effect of the higher
order localized fields dominate, the imaginary part is
insignificant. The AC resistance of the strip can be given by,
RAc=,, (87)
and is equivalent to the DC resistance of a rectangular bar of
length b and transverse dimensions of 8. and t. The value of the
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resistance shown in Figure 11 is equivalent to the AC resistance
of the strip given in Eq.87. Referring to the same figure, an
equivalent expression for the inductance that accounts for the
inductive effect of the strip leading edge can be found in the
Thesis by Morua [Ref.10]. It is,
_b (88)
and the -)efficients are,





C1 =1.54-1.10(1 - W)4.73,
TP 21 900T,7
Pa




where w is the distance between the fins.
C. THE POWER LOSS AND STORD MANETIC ZNERGY
The AC voltage source given in Figure 11 supplies energy to
the circuit where some part of it is dissipated as heat energy on
the resistance and the rest is stored in the inductance.,





The term on the left side of the Eq.90 represents the rate at
which the energy is supplied by the source; the first term on the
right, IR, is the rate at which the energy is dissipated by the
resistor and the second term on the right, , is the rate at
which the energy is stored into the inductance. The term 12R can
also be called the instantaneous power dissipated in the resistor.
This power varies from zero to its maximum value RI 2max. The
average power dissipated in the resistor is given by,
PAV 111. 12D1 IZA1 (91)
substituting the maximum current and the AC resistance yields,
E, - i F2 (92)
This expression accounts for the average power loss on the edge
which is dissipated by the resistance that dominant and the
higher-order mode currents experience. The power dissipated on
the edge is directly proportional with the strip thickness. This
means that the thicker the strip, the more the power loss and vice
versa, The stored magnetic energy in the inductance can be
obtained1 from the second term on the right in Eq.90. It is,
aUM aLi (93)




And substituting the maximum current expression yields the final
expression for the stored magnetic energy in the inductance as,
P I t2 - 2
UM=!L Et 1+I2 . (95)
S
Since the value of inductance L given in Figure 11 can be obtained
from Eq.88 for any variation in the finline and strip dimensions,
utilizing this value of L in Eq.95 accounts for the peak stored
magnetic energy of the higher order modes in the vicinity of the
strip edge..
D. THE QUALITY FACTOR OF THE EDGE
Quality factor of the circuit given in Figure 11 can be




and substituting the expressions for the stored energy (Eq.95) and
power loss (Eq.92) yields,
I t2  2 124L -2E; li +r l
Q+r R, ' L t (97)
1b 2 fl+r2 R, bb-t2Ed, I i +rl2 0-'-(I--4R,'
Inspectici of the equation shows that,
Q=G-L (98)
RAC
which i" '-he definition cf Quality factor for series LR circuit.
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Analysis of the power loss and the stored 3nergy expressions
indicates that the total current increases with the increasing
thickness of the edge and with the higher conductivity of the
strip, This increase in the total current ilow increases the
power loss and the stored energy both. But, with the increasing
current flow more energy is stored in the inductance than is
dissipated as heat on the resistance by a factor equal to the
square t)ot of the conductivity and the strip thickness, t. Thus
the Q factor of the edge increases with the increasing strip
thickness and conductivity. It can be deduced that the better the
quality of the conductor that the strip is made of, and the
thicker the strip is, the higher the Quality Factor of the strip
edge discontinuity.
In the experiments that were conducted 2 mils thick beryllium
copper was used as an inductive strip. Evaluation of the Q
expression for this strip at 10 Ghz yields the value Q=45 which
is quite different than the case where the edge inductance is
assumed to be lossless with infinite Q. This shows that the
finite conductivity of the strip has to be taken into account for




Until now, losses associated with the inductive strip were
analyzed and related loss expressions were developed. In this
chapter, the power loss will be included in the strip model and
the improvement in the prediction of the experimental data will
be inspected for a finline filter with and without loss.
A. APFLICATION OF DZLOW CUTOFF LOSS TO THE FZNLINE STRIP MODEL
Refeiring to the Figure 3, it was stated that the propagating
dominant mode, and the higher order TE modes created by the edge
discontinuity become evanescent in the below cutoff sections.
These evanescent TE modes originate the localized fields hence are
represented by stored magnetic energy. And, it was analytically
shown that the more the operating frequency is below cutoff, the
more the energy is stored in the magnetic field; from which it can
be deduced that the below cutoff sections may be modelled by a
reactive network that is made of inductive elements.
Generally a transmission line can be represented by an
equivalent Tee circuit given in Figure 12. And the associated
impedance matrix representations can be given by,
Zo, Zocoth(yO ZOh(
1Z)=[ Z. + '1=[ " ] (99)Z '+ Z +Z Zo slnb(yl)
sinh(yI) Zocath(yt
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Solving for the impedances yields,
Z,,_=Zo=Z[coth(yO- 1 [rhY- (0
sinh(yO sin hC)yO (0)
z Zo
where [Cosh(O- 1 can be shown to be equivalent to [tah(LV)]. Thus
sinh(yl) 2




Figure 12 Tee equivalent circuit of a transmission line with length 1.
A below-cutoff waveguide section may also be represented by
an equivalent Tee circuit model. The model impedances are given by,
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Z=Zb jXoth( Y) 02)
Z,=jXdcsh(yt)
where characteristic impedance X0 is given by Eq.4.
Since the characteristic impedance of a lossless below-cutoff
section is inductive, the Tee equivalent circuit model is composed
of infinite Q, purely inductive elements emphasizing that the peak
stored energy occurs in the magnetic field.
The model is dependent on the waveguide dimensions and
operating frequency, but it is significantly sensitive to a
variation in the guide length. A slight increase in the guide
length, causes a small increase in Za and Zb but a large decrease
in Zc that makes the middle branch closer to a short circuit.
This means that the longer the below-cutoff guide is, the less the
coupling becomes. And since the evanescent fields attenuate very
rapidly with the distance, a better coupling can be maintained
with the shorter below-cutoff guides which points out that the
model is reasonable when the length of the guide is considered.
In Chapter III the resistive part of the characteristic
impedance was developed associated with the wall losses.
Power loss can be included to the lossless model by making
use of the characteristic impedance that accounts for the wall
losses. It can be written as, Z0-R0+jX0 where R0 and X0 are given
by Eq.29 and Eq.4 respectively.
Thus impedances of the Tee circuit model for lossy below-




and the model itself is given in Figure 13.
Figure 13 Lossy Tee equivalent circuit of the below-cutoff waveguide.
Another way of adding the effect of the power loss to the
circuit model can be managed by replacing the dissipationless
reactive elements with the dissipative ones; hence the infinite
Q inductances can be replaced with the finite Q inductances. And
since the Quality factor of a below-cutoff waveguide is
independent of the guide length, using finite Q inductances can
be considered as an equivalent approach to the one discussed
above.
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Referring to Figure 3, the below-cutoff waveguide sections
can be replaced with a lossy Tee equivalent circuit model as shown
in Figure 13.
Thus it is accomplished to include below-cutoff wall losses
in the inductive strip circuit model.
D. APPLICATION Or EDG LOSS TO THR FINLINE STRIP MODEL
In chapter IV, it was found that the strip edge has a
resistance of R. given in Eq.87.
To obtai, an accurate response prediction for the inductive
strip, the significant effect of the ohmic losses on the edge
should be included in the lossless model. Referring to Figure 3,
this can be performed by connecting the inductor in series with
a resistance of the value equivalent to edge resistance, R.. The
other anproach of using finite Q inductances as circuit element
in the model is also valid for edge losses. This requires use of
the Quality Factor derived for the inductive strip edge (Eq.98).
By including edge losses in the model, where the below-cutoff
wall losses have already been included, it is possible to bring
in all the associated losses to the CAD compatible circuit model
of the inductive strip.
Three different lossless circuit models of inductive strip in
homogeneous finline can be found in the technical report by Knorr
[Ref.2J These equivalent circuit models vary from simple to
complex, and become more accurate with increasing complexity.
Figure 14 shows the lossy circuit model of the inductive
strip. It is obtained by applying the associated losses to the
most complex lossless model (Model 3) [page 11 in Ref.2].
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n:14
Figure 14 Lossy CAD compatible circuit model of the inductive strp.
C. CCOI Or THE EWR3TA hND TH CIRCUIT MDEL RESPONSE
OF A F INH FILTE WIT AN WITHOUT LOSS
CAD compatible circuit model of the inductive strip in
finline has wide application in designing networks with finline
components. One of the principal applications of the model is
designing finline filters,
Basically, a finline filter can be built by coupling high Q
finline resonators together. And a finline resonator consist of
two inductive strips separated by a length of finline where the
strips are utilized as reflective boundaries.
An extensive study of finline resonators and filters can be
found in Ref.2-6. One of the experiments that is discussed in
Pef.6 is the measurement of the insertion and return loss of a
symmetric X-band filter.
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The filter configuration consists of 3 resonators and 4
strips with the dimensions (in mils) of TI=90, R1=558, T2-250,
R2-540, T3=240, R3=540, T4=90 where R and T represents the length
of the resonator and the length of the strip z3spectively. And
the fin structure of the filter is fabricated from a 2 mil thick
sheet of beryllium corper that has a conductivity 25 % that of
copper.
The response of the filter was measured on HP8756 scalar
network analyzer. It consists of insertion and return loss
curves. The response that is taken from Ref.6 is given in Fig.15.
CIt, A/R - 6. 47 dB CH2, Fl/R - 1. 21 dl
IU.OdU/ REF - .00 dB IU.UdU/ REF - .UD dB
REFI2
STRT 08.00GHz CRSR'10. i 7OrHzi STOP 12.1 OCHz
Figure 15 Experimental response of a X-band finline filter
The same X-band filter was modeled by using the circuit model
of the strip with and without loss. The predicted response using
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by both lossy and lossless models were compared with the
experimental response to evaluate the discrepancy created by the
loss.
Touchstone scftware was used to simulate the filter and to
obtain the predicted response. The lossy model of the strip was
constructed using finite Q inductors as the only circuit element.
This approach results in the same predicted response as using
series resistances would, but it is simpler.
The loss associated with the resonator gaps is accounted for
the software since they are defined by the equivalent waveguide
sections. Another loss source associated with the experimental
response of the filter is due to housing (shield) in which the
filter structure is placed and measurements are taken. Extra
length of the shield creates additional losses. These losses were
also included in the model by connecting the necessary lengths of
finline to both ends of the filter circuitry.
Thus, the equivalent circuit model of the X-band . nline
filter would be able to account for all the associated losses.
The circuit and the data file is given in Appendix A.
The predicted response of the filter was obtained in the same
frequency band as the experimental response to ease point by point
comparison. It was plotted on the same grid for the lossy and
lossless models and is presented in Figure 16.
First, the predicted response without loss was compared with
the experimental response It can be seen that both the insertion
and return loss curves are in very good agreement.The two
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significant discrepancies are in the pass band insertion and the
return loss. The measured insertion loss varies between 1 and 2.5
N DB[S2i1 + DBS2it oB 0[SitI x DO(SIi]




000. 0 FREG-GHZ ia 0
Figure 16 Predicted response of the filter with and without loss.
db which is small but remarkably greater than the predicted
insertion loss. There are small but noticeable differences
between the shape of the experimental and predicted return loss
curves which shows a maximum difference of 6 db.
Point by point comparison of the experimental response and
the predicted response with loss, shows that the insertion and
return loss curves are in even better agreement than the previous
lossless case. Both of the discrepancies found in the lossless
case are reduced in the predicted response of the lossy model.
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The predicted insertion and return losses are almost equivalent
to those measured, with maximum difference of 1 db.
Thus, it can be deduced that a significant improvement is
obtained in the accuracy of the predicted response of the filter
by utilizing the lossy circuit model of the inductive strip.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RZCOAWNDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis describes the derivation of the analytical loss
expressions for the inductive strip septum in homogeneous finline
and the inclusion of the loss in the equivalent circuit model.
The losses associated with the inductive strip were analyzed as
ohmic losses, dissipated on the walls in below cutoff sections,
and on the strip leading edge. Considering the energy flow
through the inductive strip, it was analytically shown that both
in the below-cutoff sections and around the strip leading edge,
the energy is predominantly stored in magnetic field, justifying
the inductive effect of the septum. The Quality Factors for both
loss sources were derived by utilizing the Power Loss and Stored
Energy expressions. Evaluation of the Q factors at 10 GHz results
in the value of 5327 for below-cutoff sections and 45 for the
strip leading edge. When compared with the below-cutoff wall
losses, the significant role of leading edge loss on the overall
strip losses can be recognized from the values of the Q factors.
Concerning the lossy model concept, the effect of the loss
was included in the circuit model of the inductive strip by means
of finite Q inductances that replace the ideal inductors of the
lossless model. The accuracy of the model was justified by
comparing the experimental and the predicted response of a X-band
finline filter, that is simulated using the lossy circuit model
of the inductive strip. The responses had the same shape with the
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maximum discrepancy in the vicinity of 1 db. As v result, the
accuracy of the inductive strip circuit model has been improved
by incorporating the effect of the associated ohmic losses.
B. RNCO NDATIONS
The model accounts for the loss associated with a thin
centered inductive strip placed in homogeneous finline. It would
be interesting to incorporate the effect of the dielectric losses
in the circuit model of the inductive strip positioned in
inhomogeneous finline, when such a model is developed.
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APPENDZX A
The circuit file of X-band finline filter.
Toucnstone TM' - Conf gurstar- 100 1700 101 16413 35T 23 0 ' 5
LOSFF.CYT Tue A.; :I 08:32: 1990
1 USER: LEVENT KURTOGLU
DATE: 30.5.90
CIRCUIT: FINLINE FILTEP
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Toucoistane (IM) - Configuraton' 100 000 101 16413 23S7 IS0 3
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EDUATIONS FOR STRIP LEADING EDGE INDUCTANCES
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The data file of X-band finline filter.
Tnuchotone (TM)l - Confouratbont 100 '700 III1 15413 ",3S 1000 I559 I
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9.87090 -0.za9 -i .39a -ic.6es -:i.s:
9.98000 -0.!70 -1.350 -15.955 -I5.666
S.89000 -0.13S -1 .311 -17.542 -16.609
9.90000 -0.107 -1.276 -19.532 -17.S91
9.91000 -0.086 -1.248 -21.947 -18.474
9.92000 -8.474 -1.227 -24.:77 -19.02S
9.93000 -8.073 -1.214 -24.S82 -19.005
9.94000 -0. 083 -I.211 -22.341 -18.365
9.S6000 -6.105 -1.:16 -19.630 -17.303
9.96000 -0.139 -1.231 -17.295 -16.069
9.97000 -0.186 -1.256 -15.382 -14.833
9.99000 -0.243 -1.290 -13.204 -13.6713
9.99000 -0.311 -1.332 -12.49e -2.619
10.0000 -0.398 -1.382 -11.17S -11,674
10.0100 -0.472 -1.438 -10.427 -I0.e34
10.0200 -0.563 -1.501 -9.611 -10.087
10.0300 -0.658 -1.568 -8.907 -9.426
10.0400 -0.7S7 -1.638 -9.297 -8.841
16.0500 -0.857 -1.710 -7.766 -8.3:3
10.0600 -0.956 -1.783 -7.30S -7.866
10.0700 -I.054 -1.856 -6.904 -7.462
10.0800 -1.148 -1.27 -. 555 -7.108
10.0900 -1 .:38 -1.99S -6.253 -6.79
10.1000 -1.32: -2.055 -5.994 -6.52,
10110 1.00 -2.119 -5. 7T2 -5.294
1020 -. 40 -2. 173 -5.Se34 -S.Z?4
0.140C -1.53 -222 3.2 -5.925
I It.'ISoo -6:5 -Z.:94 -S.202 -S.6-4
10.1600 -1.636 -:.:I? -S.1.70 -S C-e
i . !272 -'.E7S -:.324 -9.39-6 .5:9
0.9?00 -I.639 -2.34: -a6.O62 -S.496
'0.:20 -, .E-: -:zo -S.19- -~
oC.:12C - ZIG 2.3 9
le.:220 -.----------- 5-
10.2400 -1.499 -2.96: .6:c-
0c:620 -. 2 -: 534
10.:500 -i .74S ~3 . -
la.:Oco -.3 944 ,*- -. 4 -
'0.:100 -0.S:S '32 -62 -
'0.2400 -3.4 E,: .4sq -9.34 -
3Z.2630 -04 '40 -10.40"' i-.4
3 '3 -3~ 4s: H: -C 2 4
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is.4200 -0.996 -1.982 -7.346 -6.929
10.4300 -1.210 -:.206 -6.383 -6.20:
14.440e -I.916 -2.468 -5.916 -S.611
18.4S00 -1.853 -2.7E7 -4.I'3 -4.874
10.4600 -2.233 -3.097 -4.093 -4.299
10.476 -2.644 -3.4SG -3.5:7 -3.785
1.4860 -3.079 -3.839 -3.043 -3.333
10.4900 -3.S33 -4.241 -2.633 -2.938
10.5888 -4.001 -4.659 -2.:94 -2.594
10.6000 -8.690 -9.002 -0.674 -0.874
10.700 -12.603 -12.790 -0.281 -0.406
10.8080 -15.714 -S.83S -6.150 -0.:45
10.9000 -18.217 -18.313 -0.097 -0.178
11.000 -20.:64 -28.348 -0.071 -0.146
11.1888 -21.956 -22.834 -@.SS -0.131
11.2000 -23.361 -23.437 -0.048 -0.123
11.3000 -24.S31 -24.6a6 -0.842 -0.119
11.4000 -25.500 -25.577 -0.039 -0.119
11.5000 -25.297 -26.376 -0.035 -0.119
11.6000 -26.942 -27.024 -0.035 -0.1:2
11.700 -:7.4S2 -27.536 -0.834 -0.125
11.8000 -27.839 -27.927 -0.034 -0.129
11.9000 -28.114 -28.206 -0.033 -0.133
12.0000 -29.286 -29.38: -0.033 -0.137
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